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"permit shield" defense barred the Association's suit against the
County.
Alan Curtis

SIXTH CIRCUIT
United States v. White, 270 F.3d 356 (6th Cir. 2001) (holding that
turbidity cannot be considered a pollutant under the Safe Drinking
Water Act for sentencing purposes).
An Ohio district court convicted John White and Carolyn Taylor,
employees of the Ohio County Water District, of making materially
false statements by submitting reports containing falsified turbidity
measurements to the Kentucky Division of Water ("DOW"). The
government filed this appeal to challenge the court's interpretation of
the United States Sentencing Guidelines in determining White and
Taylor's sentences.
John White was the general superintendent at the Ohio County
Water District's drinking water treatment plant at Cromwell, Kentucky.
Carolyn Taylor was a Water District employee assisting White in
managing plant operations. One of their responsibilities was to submit
monthly operations reports to the DOW.
During a surprise inspection of the plant in January 1997, an agent
from the Division noted that daily logbooks recording the measure of
turbidity had been left blank for each of four four-hour shifts. The
plant employee responsible for recording these measurements told the
Division agent that she had purposefully left the log sheets blank
because the turbidity measurements were all above 0.5 which might
put the plant at risk of noncompliance.
Review of this evidence and subsequent interviews with plant staff,
including White and Taylor, revealed several instances of similar
falsifications of turbidity measurements and submissions of inaccurate
monthly reports. This suggested that the water plant had been out of
compliance with the federal and state turbidity regulations during
most of the months in question.
The trial court sentenced both White and Taylor without using
sentence enhancements available under 18 U.S.C. § 1001. The
government sought application of the Safe Drinking Water Act's
definition of turbidity as a contaminant in order to apply stricter
sentencing guidelines. To that end, the government argued that the
sentence enhancement should have been used because White and
Taylor discharged pollutants into the environment.
The court of appeals ruled that the language of the Safe Drinking
Water Act read as a whole, precluded the use of the sentencing
guidelines the government sought. The court stated, "even if turbidity
is considered a 'pollutant' ... the district court did not err in refusing
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to enhance White's and Taylor's sentences pursuant to this guideline
provision because their "record-keeping offense" cannot be said to
reflect an effort to conceal a "substantive environmental offense"
under the Safe Drinking Water Act or any other federal statute.
MichaelBarry
SEVENTH CIRCUIT
Wisconsin v. United States EPA, 266 F.3d 741 (7th Cir. 2001) (holding
the Environmental Protection Agency had authority to grant Indian
tribe "treatment-as-state" status; Indian tribe thus had authority to
regulate water quality on the reservation, even though that authority
may entail the power to regulate off-reservation activities).
The Mole Lake Band of Lake Superior Chippewa Indians ("Tribe")
applied to the Environmental Protection Agency ("EPA") for
treatment-as-state ("TAS") status in August 1994. TAS status would
allow the Tribe to establish water quality standards for waters within its
reservation, and require permits for any action that may create a
discharge into those waters. The State of Wisconsin opposed the
application, claiming it was sovereign over all navigable waters within
the state. Wisconsin also feared the decision would threaten its plan to
build a zinc-copper sulfide mine upstream from Rice Lake ("Lake"),
located on the reservation. Despite Wisconsin's objection, the EPA
granted the Tribe's application for TAS status. Wisconsin filed suit in
district court seeking to revoke the EPA's grant of TAS status to the
Tribe.
The district court upheld the EPA decision, Wisconsin
appealed, and the Seventh Circuit, reviewing the judgment de novo,
affirmed.
In 1991, the EPA issued a final rule that established four
requirements a tribe must meet to be granted TAS status. Wisconsin
argued the Tribe had not met the third requirement, which states,
"the functions to be exercised by the tribe must pertain to the
management and protection of water resources which are held by the
tribe, held by the Unites States in trust for the tribe, or otherwise
within the borders of the reservation." The final rule specified a tribe
seeking to satisfy this requirement must show it possesses inherent
authority over the waters. The EPA presumed inherent authority if a
tribe showed impairment of its waters would have a serious and
substantial effect on the health and welfare of the tribe.
Wisconsin advanced three reasons the Tribe had not established
inherent authority over its waters. First, the Lake was not within the
borders of the reservation. Second, Wisconsin owned the underlying
lakebeds; the tribe therefore did not have authority over those waters.
Third, the Tribe had not shown its authority to regulate off-reservation

